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The anticoincidence spectrometer with active background protection to control the operation of nuclear power systems 

S.A. Belov

 At 235U and 238U fission under the influence of neutrons in a nuclear reactor a large number of nuclides with various half-life periods, from seconds to tens years is formed. For an assessment of a condition of an active zone rather long and unsafe method of sampling now is used. It is offered to register gamma radiation from the radionuclides released in the coolant from failed fuel rods in case of their depressurization. For efficiency of control it is necessary to use the radionuclides which intensity of radiation quickly changes at change of the processes that are taking place in an active zone. It caused a choice of gamma radiation of short-lived isotopes as reference nuclides for control of a condition of fuel rods in an active zone of the reactor. However, changes of level of activity of reference radionuclides becomes complicated of presence at the coolant of a significant amount of the "secondary" radionuclides letting out high-energy gamma radiation and creating a high background at the expense of Compton scattering in a registering crystal. 
Constructed on a principle of anti-coincidence the gamma spectrometer having in the combined block of detecting, including main and protective detectors, allows to reduce essentially level of Compton background and by that to increase sensitivity of detection of reference nuclides in a spectrum. Along with the detecting block the structure of a spectrometer includes the power unit and the spectrometer block that is turning on modules:
- processor module;
- module of high-voltage bias;
- module of coincidence;
- module of amplifiers;
- ADC module.
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